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Abstract 

This report describes the pushdown analysis of a typical composite spread box girder 

superstructure when subjected to vertical loads simulating the effect of truck traffic.  The 

composite box girder bridge superstructure analyzed in the base case consists of two composite 

box girders with a 120-ft simple span.  The superstructure is loaded by HS-20 trucks and the 

loads are incremented until the bridge superstructure system fails.  A sensitivity analysis is 

performed to study how variations in the bridge geometry, member properties and loading 

conditions affect the redundancy of the superstructure.  Specifically, a Nonlinear Static Pushdown 

Analysis (NSPA) is used to investigate the sensitivity of the structure to variations in various 

parameters including: a) box girder spacing; b) span length; c) box girder resistance; d) box 

distortion; e) plastic hinge length; f) dimension of box section; g) damage scenario; and h) span 

continuity.  The behavior of the bridge superstructure is analyzed using the Finite Element 

Analysis software SAP2000.  Load deformation curves are plotted for each variation in the 

bridge’s properties and the ultimate load carrying capacities are compared to those of the basic 

bridge configuration.  Based on the results obtained thus far, it is observed the effect of box width 

and spacing and number of boxes shows similar trends as those observed for I-girder bridges 

whereby narrow fully loaded bridges have lower redundancy ratios than wider bridges up to a 

point where the reduced ability of the deck to transfer the load for very wide spacings leads to a 

reversal in the improved redundancy.  A damage scenario simulating what would be observed for 

fatigue fractures leads to a much lower redundancy ratio than that of the damage of one entire 

web plate which would be a scenario simulating the loss of a major portion of the load carrying 

capacity of a box due to an impact or corrosion. The redundancy of continuous spans is higher 

than that of simple span bridges if the sections over the negative bending regions have large 

levels of ductility.  Because of the cantilever effect, the improvements in the redundancy of 

continuous spans are very significant for the damage scenario simulating the effect of fatigue 

fracture and less significant for the ultimate limit state and the web damage scenario.  The effect 
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of span length is generally not very significant except for the cases when the very heavy boxes for 

long span bridges loose the capacity of one web. Although improving the torsional stiffness of the 

boxes by any means such as a heavy distribution of bracing and diaphragms does improve the 

redundancy of the system, the improvement will be relatively limited to less than 20% even for 

extremely large improvements in the torsional stiffness.  
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1. Introduction 

The program SAP2000 is used in this Quarterly Report to perform the redundancy 

analysis of spread box girder superstructures.  In this report we use a grillage model 

where the webs of the boxes and the deck are modeled as equivalent beam elements 

following the approach proposed by Hambly (1991). Sensitivity analyses are conducted 

for parameters that had been identified as being important when analyzing the composite 

steel I-girder bridges in the previous two Quarterly Reports in addition to parameters that 

are particularly pertinent to box girder bridges.  

 

The analyses performed in this report are part of one row of the Matrix of bridge 

configurations that were set in the approved work plan. The list of parameters for box 

girder bridges that were scheduled for analysis is summarized in Table 1.1. As mentioned 

above, parameters that have minor effect on the redundancy ratios for steel I-girder 

bridges will not be studied based on the assumption these parameters have similar effect 

on composite I-girder and box-girder bridges. In fact, after comparing the results of the 

two types of bridges, it is observed that they have approximately similar behavior. 

 

This report describes the structural modeling of steel box-bridges, compares the results of 

the sensitivity analysis and provides a preliminary evaluation of the results. 
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Table 1.1 Summary composite spread box girder configurations and analyses that are to be addressed in this NCHRP12-86 project. 

Loading scenario Type of structure Model  Spans Design Parametric analysis Additional 

parameters 

Damaged bridge 

scenario 

Vertical Load on  

Spread Boxes 

 Steel open box 

 P/s box 

Fig. D  Simple 150-ft  

 Continuous  

    110-150-110 ft 

 Two 6’x5’x4’ boxes 

     t=0.5 in. to 0.75 in. 

 Same capacity P/s 

    concrete boxes 

 

 Bracing and     

   diaphragms 

 Resistance over  

    dead load ratio 

 Span length 200-

ft 

 Three steel boxes 

 Fracture of one 

steel box at mid-span 

 Reduce capacity of 

external web for 

concrete  
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2. Structural Modeling 

2.1 Base bridge model 

The grillage mesh is generated following the guidelines presented by Hambly (1991) and 

Zokaie et al (1991). In a grillage analysis, the bridge system is discretized as longitudinal 

and transverse beam elements. For single cell, multi-cell and open boxes, the longitudinal 

grillage beams are placed to coincide with the centerline of each web of the box girder 

and each beam represents half of the composite box girder section.  

 

The transverse beams consist of two types. The first type is used for the section falling 

outside the box girders. In this case, the transverse beam properties are based only on the 

slab thickness and corresponding material behavior.  The second type of transverse 

beams is used to model the transverse properties of the box beam section along with the 

slab. The transverse beam properties are based on the transverse bending and torsion 

inertia of the box and are used to transfer the load between the longitudinal box beams.   

The distortion of the box is considered in this report by including an additional torsional 

constant to the longitudinal box girder members, which is one of the options proposed by 

Hambly (1991).  More explanation on the approach is provided below. 

 

The elastic properties required by the grillage analysis for each beam element include: (1) 

the modulus of elasticity, E, (2) the moment of inertia, I, (3) the shear modulus, G, and 

(4) the torsional constant, J. While the elastic bending properties are easy to calculate 

from basic strength of materials concepts, the torsional properties are most important for 

the analysis of box girder bridges and methods for their calculations are provided by 

Hambly (1991). 

 

For the transverse beams representing the contribution of the slab alone with thickness t, 

the torsional constant is obtained as: 

 

6/3tJ       per unit length of slab  (2.1) 
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As proposed by Hambly (1991), the value used for the torsion constant is only half

3/3tJ  that would be used for a thin rectangular section to account for the continuity 

between the slab elements. 

 

The torsional constant of the beams modeling the transverse properties of the box is given 

as: 

 

cellofwidthunitper
tt

tt
hJ

21

2122



       (2.2) 

 

Where t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of the top and bottom flange and h is the height of the 

section.  

 

The pure torsional constant of the box section is determined by the following equations 

given by Hambly (1991).  
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24
   (2.3) 

 

Where Si and ti are respectively the length and thickness of each segment of the closed 

box as shown in Fig. 2.1, Ao is the area of the box enclosed within the center-line of the 

webs and flanges. When the section is composite, the concrete slab is transformed into an 

equivalent thickness of steel by dividing by the modular ratio.  
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Figure 2.1 Geometrical Parameters corresponding to torsional constant of a box girder 

 

To include the effect of the distortion of the box frame and the contributions of the 

bracings in reducing the in-plane deformations of the box, the distortion of the box can be 

simulated by an equivalent torsion constant dC  according to Hambly (1991).  Thus, the 

total torsion constant dtC , which would account for the pure torsion rotations as well as 

the distortion, is given by  

 

JCC ddt

111
    (2.4)  

 

The distortion component, Cd is obtained from: 
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Where, 1S , 2S  , 3S  are shown in Fig. 2.1; L  is the span length; cI is the moment of 

inertia of the box section;  v  is Poisson’s ratio; 
)1(12 2

3

1

v

Et
Da


  and 

)1(12 2

3

2

v

Et
Dc


 , 

where 1t  and 2t  are the thickness of the top and bottom flanges of the box section, 

respectively; E is the modulus of elasticity. Wright and Abdel Samad (1968) provide 

charts of w versus the dimensionless panel length L .   

 

If the box girder is provided with cross bracings, then Wright and Abdel Samad (1968) 

define a dimensionless stiffness for bracing, q: 
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Where, bA is the area of bracing; bL is the length of bracing; l  is distance between 

bracings; Eb is Young’s modulus of bracing; h is the height of the box section. 

 

Given q  and l , the value of w can be obtained from the charts are provided by Wright 

and Abdel Samad (1968).  

 

In addition to the typical elastic properties, the grillage analysis requires information on 

the nonlinear section properties of each beam element.  In this study, uncoupling between 

the torsional and bending properties is assumed and the linear torsion properties remain 

in effect throughout the loading process. The nonlinear bending behavior is modeled 

using a moment versus plastic rotation curve for each beam element.  
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The moment versus plastic rotation curve of a box-girder member is obtained by first 

calculating the moment versus curvature relationship using strength of material 

principles. A plastic hinge length, Lp, is assumed to be ½ of the depth of the cross-section 

as done during the analysis of steel I-girder superstructures.  When the element is length 

is short, the plastic hinge length on both sides of the element should not exceed the total 

length of the element therefore Lp should be less than ½ of the beam element length. 

Otherwise, ½ the element length is used for the plastic hinge length.    

 

The bridge configuration that is analyzed for the base case consists of twin steel box 

girders carrying a simple span 120-ft length bridge.  This configuration is based on the 

steel box girder bridge tested at the University of Texas Austin as described by Hovell 

(2007) and Neuman (2009). The bridge consists of two trapezoidal box girders with a 

very slight horizontal slope.  The cross sectional dimensions are shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Elevation and cross-section of a twin steel box-girder bridge  

 

The girder webs and flanges are made up of constant-thickness plates with the 

dimensions given in Table 2.1.  The average measured thickness is used in this study to 

find the section properties.  
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Table 2.1 Steel box dimensions 

 
Average Measured 

Thickness* (in) 
Plan Thickness (in) Difference 

Top Flange 0.646 0.625 3.3% 

Web 0.503 0.500 0.5% 

Bottom Flange 0.757 0.750 0.9% 

Note: * Measured values were used to calculate section properties and moment curvature curve. 

 

The overall deck dimensions are 23-ft 8in for the width and 120-ft for the length. The 

depth is 8 inches with a 3-in haunch over each flange. The concrete deck is reinforced 

with two layers of rebars placed transversely and longitudinally. The rebar profile can be 

found in Figure 2.3.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Rebar profile in cast-in-place concrete deck  

 

Internal K-frame braces are used down the length of each girder with one placed every 

twelve feet, as shown in Figure 2.4.  The effects of bracing are taken into account when 

evaluating the distortion of transverse box members as described in Eq. 2.4.  

  

Figure 2.4 Internal brace configuration  
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The properties of the concrete used in the full-scale test were obtained by the Texas 

University researchers using 6-in by 12-in test cylinders. Each cylinder made from 

concrete designed to be 4000 psi in compressive strength, tested above 4600 psi after 28 

days. Similarly, the rebars were tested to have a modulus of elasticity of 30,000 ksi and 

yield stress of 70 ksi. For the steel box, the yielding stress is 50 ksi. The dead load 

consists of the weight of the steel boxes and the concrete deck and barriers.  

 

The intact bridge is discretized as shown in Figure 2.5. The longitudinal grillage beams 

L1 are placed to coincide with the centerline of each web of the box and each beam 

represents half of the noncomposite steel box section. The transverse beams S1 represent 

the contributions of the deck in transferring the load laterally.  The beams labeled T1 

represent the transverse box beam section.  

 

 

Figure 2.5 Grillage model of intact bridge under dead load 

 

The dead load is entered as a distributed load over the longitudinal beam elements. The 

weight of half the steel box is W1=0.015 kip/in, the weight of the concrete deck and other 

loads applied on one beam is W2=0.0669 kip/in.  

 

The composite moments of inertia and torsional constants for each of the beams are listed 

in Table 2.2 for the grillage model of Figure 2.5. All the longitudinal beams are assumed 

to have the same properties. The end transverse beams are assumed to have half the 

values of the properties of the middle transverse beams.  
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Table 2.2 Elastic properties of bridge model   

 
Moment of Inertia I 

(in4) 

Torsional 

Constant J (in4) 

Composite longitudinal 

beams 
82182 17248 

Transverse box beams 261304 932279 

Transverse slab beams 6144 12288 

 

 

Moment-curvature relationships due to positive moment for one box are obtained using 

the program Xtract.  Because one longitudinal beam represents half a box in the SAP 

model, the moments for each longitudinal beam are taken as one half of the moments 

obtained from Xtract.  The moment curvatures relationships for one composite box and 

one longitudinal beam are shown in Figure 2.6. The moment-curvatures for the transverse 

beams representing the contribution of the box and the slab to the lateral distribution of 

the load are shown in Figures 2.7.a and 2.7.b.  
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Figure 2.6 M-phi curves for composite steel box girder in positive bending 

 

 

Figure 2.7.a M-phi curve for transverse slab beams 

 

Figure 2.7.b M-phi curve for transverse beams over the boxes 
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Failure of the superstructure is defined in terms of the load that leads to having one 

composite longitudinal girder reach its ultimate moment capacity which is defined as the 

point at which the concrete crushes or the steel ruptures.  Alternatively, ultimate failure 

can also take place when a plastic mechanism forms which is associated with numerical 

instabilities in the SAP2000 analysis algorithm which occur when several members are in 

their plastic range even though none of them has crushed yet.  While the slab model 

accounts for the nonlinear material behavior, crushing in one slab element is not 

considered to define bridge failure although a mechanism would. This approach is 

adopted because the simplistic model of the slab used in this analysis does not very 

accurately account for the interaction between the two directions of the slab whose 

behavior resembles that of a two-way plate rather than the assumed grid system.   

Therefore, the main focus of the analysis is the global failure of the system represented 

by the failure of the main longitudinal members rather than local failures in the slab or 

other secondary components.  As demonstrated in the previous Quarterly Reports, the 

model used provides an accurate modeling of the global behavior of the system and 

properly represents the distribution of the load to the longitudinal members. 

 

In addition to the dead load, the bridge is loaded by one HS-20 truck positioned 

longitudinally in the center of the middle span and laterally such that the edge wheel is 

applied over the external girder.  The SAP2000 model and HS-20 truck load positions are 

shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 -  SAP2000 model of the 120ft simple span bridge 

 

 

 

2.2 Pushdown analysis of basic bridge model  

From the moment-curvature relationship shown in Figure 2.6, the longitudinal beam (one 

half of the composite steel box girder) section is found to have an ultimate positive 

moment capacity equal to R=M
+
=112,000 Kip-in.   

 

Using the results of a linear elastic analysis, the positive moment due to the dead load at 

the mid-span of a girder is obtained as DL=21,227 kip-in. The external girder will carry a 

linear elastic moment equal to 8,063 kip-in due to one AASHTO HS-20 vehicle. If a 

120 ft 
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traditional linear elastic analysis is used to evaluate the load carrying capacity of the 

bridge, the number of HS-20 trucks that would lead to failure would be obtained from:  

201

1






HSLLDF

DLR
LF                                                   (2.10)  

   

Where R is the member’s unfactored moment capacity, DL is the member’s unfactored 

dead load, DF1 is the linear elastic distribution factor, and LLHS-20 is the total live load 

moment effect due to the HS-20 vehicle. For improved accuracy, the product DF1 LLHS-20 

is obtained from the linear elastic results as the highest live load moment effect for any 

longitudinal member from the SAP2000 results rather than using the AASHTO load 

distribution factors.   

 

Using Eq. (2.10) is consistent with traditional methods for evaluating the load carrying 

capacity of the bridge superstructure.  In fact, LF1 in Eq. (2.10) is similar to the Rating 

Factor R.F. used to assess the load rating of existing bridges.  The difference between R.F. 

and LF1 is that Eq. (2.10) ignores the load and resistance factors and considers only the 

static load. The load and resistance factors are not needed in this analysis because we are 

interested in evaluating as accurately as possible the load carrying capacity of the bridge 

superstructure rather than providing safe envelopes for design and load rating purposes.  

In this analysis, we express the load carrying capacity of the superstructure in terms of 

multiples of the HS-20 load that the bridge can safely carry.  

 

For this particular bridge, with R=112,000 kip-in, DL=21,227 kip-in and DF1 LLHS-20 

=8,063 kip-in, the application of Eq. (2.10) indicates that the load factor that leads to first 

member failure in positive bending assuming traditional linear elastic analysis methods is 

LF1=11.26.  This result indicates that if one is to follow traditional bridge analysis 

methods, the first member of the bridge will reach its ultimate capacity at a load equal to 

11.26 times the effect of one HS-20 truck.   

 

The next step of the analysis process consists of performing the nonlinear pushdown 

analysis for the superstructure.  Figure 2.9 gives the total reactions versus the maximum 
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vertical deflection of the bridge when a nonlinear incremental load analysis is performed. 

The results of the pushdown analysis are summarized in Table 2.3.   

 

 

Figure 2.9 Load deflection relationship of 120-ft simple span steel bridge  
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Table 2.3 Results of the pushdown analysis of basic steel box girder bridge  

Simple span LF1 LF300  LF200  LF100  LFu  LFd 

SAP2000 11.26 7.09 9.60 12.98 14.08 8.38 

 

Figure 2.9 shows that the ultimate capacity is 1,013.6 kips when the HS-20 vehicle is 

incremented by a factor, LFu equals to 1,013.6 kips/72 kips=14.08, as shown in Table 2.3.  

A displacement equal to span length/300 (4.8 in) is reached when the load factor, LF300 is 

equal to 510.7 kips/72 kips=7.09. A displacement equal to span length/200 (7.2 in) is 

reached when the loads are incremented by a factor, LF200= 691.2 kips/72 kips=9.60.  A 

displacement equal to span length/100 (14.4 in) is reached when the load factor reaches a 

value, LF100 equal to 934.8 kips /72 kips =12.98.  

 

To analyze the capacity of the bridge assuming that the external beam has been totally 

damaged due to an unexpected event such as an impact from a passing truck or a fracture 

of the steel, the analysis of the superstructure is performed after completely removing the 

exterior longitudinal beam but keeping the truck load in the same position.  In this case, 

we assume that the box loses its torsional stiffness and we assume that the remaining J is 

due to an open section.  The nonlinear pushdown analysis is executed after the damaged 

external longitudinal composite girder is removed from the mesh but the live load over 

the external longitudinal beam is transferred to the remaining undamaged girders through 

transverse beam elements representing the contributions of the slab. 

 

The analysis of the damaged bridge reveals that the ultimate capacity of the damaged 

bridge is reached when the HS-20 vehicle is incremented by a factor LFd equal to 603.1 

kips /72 kips =8.38, as shown in Table 2.4. 
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2.3 Evaluation of bridge redundancy 

According to NCHRP 406 redundancy is defined as the capability of a structure to 

continue to carry loads after the failure of the most critical member. For a structure that 

has not been previously subjected to a damaging event, the capacity of the superstructure 

to resist the first failure of a member using traditional analysis methods is represented by 

LF1.  Also, the ability of the “original undamaged superstructure”, herein referred to as 

“intact superstructure”, to continue to carry load even after one member reaches its 

nominal capacity, is represented by the load factors LFu.  However, if a superstructure 

may become nonfunctional due to large displacements its capacity may be represented by 

LF300, LF200 or LF100.   In NCHRP 406, the functionality criterion was set in term of LF100 

which is the load factor at which a displacement equal to span length/100 is reached.  For 

this reason the functionality criterion is set as LFf=LF100. 

 

Recently, some researchers have defined robustness as the capability of the system to 

carry some load after the brittle failure of a main load carrying member (see for example, 

Faber et al, 2008).  According to NCHRP 406, the evaluation of system robustness is 

equivalent to evaluating the redundancy for the damaged system which is represented by 

the load factor LFd.   

 

If we accept the definition of redundancy as the capability of a structure to continue to 

carry loads after the failure of the most critical member, then comparing the load 

multipliers LFu, LFf, LFd to LF1would provide non-subjective and quantifiable measures 

of system redundancy and robustness.  Based on that logic, NCHRP 406 defines three 

deterministic measures of redundancy referred to as redundancy ratios or system reserve 

ratios which relate the system’s capacity to the most critical member’s “assumed” 

capacity:  

 

1

U

u
LF

LF
R 

 

1

f

f
LF

LF
R 

          (2.11) 
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1

d

d
LF

LF
R 

 

 

where Ru =redundancy ratio for the ultimate limit state, Rf=redundancy ratio for the 

functionality limit state, Rd= redundancy ratio for the damage condition.  

 

The redundancy ratios as defined in NCHRP 406 provide nominal deterministic measures 

of bridge redundancy (and robustness).  For example, when the ratio Ru is equal to 1.0 

(LFu=LF1), the ultimate capacity of the system is equal to the capacity of the bridge to 

resist failure of its most critical member.  Based on the definitions provided above, such a 

bridge is nonredundant.  As Ru increases, the level of bridge redundancy increases. A 

redundant bridge should also be able to function without leading to high levels of 

deformations as its members plasticize.  Thus, Rf provides another measure of 

redundancy. Similarly, a redundant bridge structure should be able to carry some load 

after the brittle fracture of one of its members, and Rd would provide a quantifiable non-

subjective measure of structural redundancy for the damaged bridge which has also been 

defined as robustness.   

 

The NCHRP 406 criteria for bridge redundancy require that: a) the ratio of the ultimate 

system capacity to first member failure, Ru, should be equal or exceed 1.3; b) the ratio of 

the system capacity to resist a maximum vertical deflection of span length/100, defined as 

Rf, should be equal to or exceed 1.10 times the capacity of the bridge to resist first 

member failure; and d) that a damaged system should have a system capacity equal to or 

exceeding 0.50 times the capacity of the intact system to resist first member failure (Rd

0.5).   

 

The criteria of NCHRP 406 were selected following the redundancy and reliability 

analysis of many bridge superstructures of different material, section type, span length, 

number of beams, and beam spacing. In keeping with traditional practice that classified 

bridges with four parallel I-girders as redundant, reliability and redundancy criteria were 

selected in NCHRP 406 so that they are met on the average by typical four-I-girder 

bridges.  Possible adjustments to these criteria will be considered in this NCHRP 12-86 
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Project, if necessary, based on the additional results that this project will produce and in 

consultation with the Project Panel.     

 

For the bridge superstructure system analyzed above, the redundancy ratios are obtained 

as: 

Ru=LFu/LF1=14.08/11.26=1.25<1.30  

Rf=LFf/LF1=12.98/11.26=1.15>1.10   

Rd=LFd/LF1=8.38/11.26=0.74>0.50  

These redundancy ratios are listed in Table 2.4.  It is noted that these values are 

somewhat similar to those obtained for simple span steel I-girder bridges as described in 

the previous QPR.  

 

The damage scenario selected above consisted of removing the entire external web of one 

box which may model the effect of major damage due overall deterioration or as 

consequence of an impact with the box.  Another commonly used damage scenario for 

steel box girders consists of modeling a fatigue damage that may cause a fracture in the 

bottom flange and the two webs of one box such that in that part of the bridge only the 

slab will be able to carry the longitudinal load over the fractured region.  The analysis is 

performed assuming that the damage is 12-in long in the middle of the span. In this 

alternate damage scenario, the analysis of the bridge shows that the damaged bridges will 

have the ability to carry only 5.83 times the weight of the HS-20 truck which is 

considerably lower than the weight carried under the entire single web damage scenario 

and the redundancy ratio is reduced to Rd=0.52 which is just above the minimum Rd=0.5 

criterion proposed in NCHRP 406.   This Rd=0.52 is significantly lower than the one 

obtained for the one web failure damage scenario.  

 

The above analysis assumes that a single lane is loaded by the HS-20 truck.  The same 

analyses performed above are repeated assuming that the bridge is loaded by two lanes of 

HS-20 trucks.  For this particular bridge, with R=112,000 kip-in, DL=21,227 kip-in and 

DF1 LLHS-20 =12,000 kip-in, the first member failure assuming linear elastic behavior 
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occurs at LF1= (112000-21227)/12000=7.56.  The results of the push-down analysis are 

illustrated in Figure 2.10.  The nonlinear analysis leads to LFf =7.40, LFu=7.48 and 

LFd
*
=5.36 for the damage scenario where the entire external web is removed and 

LFd
**

=3.08 when a 12--in long fracture in the middle of the box spreads through the 

flange and the two webs.  The results are shown in the second row of Table 2.4 

 

 

Figure 2.10 -   Load-displacement curves of base bridge with two-lane loading 
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Table 2.4  Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

120 ft. simple span   LF1 LF100 LFu LFd* LFd** Rf100 Ru Rd* Rd** 

Base case_1 11.26 12.98 14.08 8.38 5.83 1.15 1.25 0.74 0.52 

Two lanes loaded 7.56 7.40 7.48 5.36 3.06 0.98 0.99 0.71 0.40 

 

* Damaged scenario 1: one web is damaged and removed from the bridge; 

** Damaged scenario 2: a section of 12-in the bottom flange and the two webs are removed.   

 

 

From Table 2.4, we can see that the bridge will have no redundancy for the ultimate limit 

state if the bridge is loaded by two lanes of trucks.  This is because the two boxes are 

essentially equally loaded and they both reach their ultimate capacities together.  These 

results are consistent with those observed for I-girder bridges.   

 

It is also observed from Table 2.4 that the damage of the bottom flange and the webs of 

composite box over even over a short distance of 12-in leads to a much lower redundancy 

ratio than that of the damage of one web plate.  
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3. Parametric Analysis 

3.1 Effect of steel box beam spacing and number of beams 

The results of NCHRP 406 and previous quarterly report have demonstrated that beam 

spacing has a major effect on I-girder bridge redundancy and the number of beams has an 

effect for narrow bridges.  To verify whether this is also true for box girder bridges, a 

sensitivity analysis is performed on the box girder bridge analyzed in this Report.  The 

Base Case analyzes the bridge which has two box girders at 12-ft spacing from centerline 

to centerline, as shown in Figure 3.1.a and is loaded by a single HS-20 truck.  In Case 1, 

the same bridge configuration of Figure 3.1.a is analyzed but the bridge is loaded with 

two side-by-side HS-20 trucks. Case 2 assumes that the bridge has three boxes of the 

same configurations and spacing was the base Case but the bridge is loaded by two lanes.  

The configuration for Case 2 is shown in Figure 3.1b. Cases 3 and 4 are analyzed to 

investigate the effect of beam spacing by assuming that the same boxes are spaced at 18-

ft 6-in center to center as show in Figure 3.1c.  In Case 3 we analyze the bridge with the 

larger spacing assuming it is loaded by two lanes of HS02 and in Case 4 we analyze the 

bridge with the larger spacing assuming one lane of HS-20 trucks.  The cases investigated 

in this section are summarized as follows: 

 

Base Case:   12 ft box spacing (two boxes) loaded by one HS-20 truck; 

Case 1:  12 ft box spacing (two boxes) loaded by two HS-20 trucks; 

Case 2:  12 ft box spacing (three boxes) loaded by two HS-20 trucks; 

Case 3:        18-ft 6-in box spacing (two boxes) loaded by two HS-20 trucks; 

Case 4:       18-ft 6-in box spacing (two boxes) loaded by one HS 20 truck; 
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(a) Steel box for Base case and Case 1 

 

 

(b) Steel box for Case 2 

 

(c) Steel box for Case 3 and 4 

Figure 3.1 Cross-section of steel box-girders 

 

Moment curvature curves for the beam spacing of 12-ft and 18-ft 6-in are shown in 

Figure 3.2. Variation of the beam spacing changes the moment-curvature relationship of 

the composite beams due to different widths of the concrete slab.  Figure 3.2 shows that 
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using a wider effective concrete slab will increase the moment capacity by a relatively 

small amount on the order of 11% but increases the ductility of the section by about 70% 

by delaying the onset of concrete crushing.  The load deflection curves for the Base case 

and Cases 1 through 4 are shown in Figure 3.3. The redundancy ratios are summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Moment-curvature relationship for box beam spacing 12’ and 18’-6’’ 
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Figure 3.3 Load deflection curves for the Base case and Cases 1-4 

The ultimate capacities for Base case, Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4 are found when 

the total applied live load is respectively equal to1,013.6 kips, 1,078.1 kips, 1,539.0 kips, 

1,119.1 kips and 848.0 kips. The analysis of the damaged bridge scenario shows that the 

ultimate capacities are reached when the applied live load reaches 603.1 kips, 772.6 kips, 

1,091.5 kips, 606.0 kips and 443.3 kips.  

The moment capacity and load moments of the external longitudinal beam (one half 

composite box) in SAP 2000 models are listed as follows. 

Base case:  R=112,000 kip-in, DL=21,227 kip-in, LL=8,063 kip-in;  

Case 1:       R=112,000 kip-in, D=21,227 kip-in, LL=12,000 kip-in;  

Case 2:       R=112,000 kip-in, DL=21,227 kip-in, LL=10,385 kip-in;  

Case 3:       R=124,400 kip-in, DL=30,354.6 kip-in, LL=14716.7 kip-in;   

Case 4:       R=124,400 kip-in, DL=30,354.6 kip-in, LL=9,795.7 kip-in. 
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The corresponding load factors LF1 for first member failure for Base case, Case 1, Case 2, 

Case 3 and Case 4 are found to be 11.26, 7.56, 8.74, 6.39 and 9.60 ,respectively, as 

summarized in Table 3.1.   

Table 3.1 Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

120 ft. simple span   LF1 LF100 LFu LFd* Rf100 Ru Rd* 

Base case 11.26 12.98 14.08 8.38 1.15 1.25 0.74 

Case 1 7.56 7.40 7.48 5.36 0.98 0.99 0.71 

Case 2 8.74 10.39 11.06 7.58 1.18 1.26 0.87 

Case 3 6.39 6.40 7.77 4.21 1.00 1.22 0.66 

Case 4 9.60 9.57 11.78 6.16 0.99 1.23 0.64 

 
Note:  * Weight of damaged beam is included and transferred to the remaining beams.  

 

The results from Table 3.1 show that the change of values of Ru is within 5% except for 

Case 1, which means that in most cases ( when live loads are not even distributed in the 

transverse direction) the effect of the beam spacing and the number of loaded lanes on the 

redundancy ratio is not significant for the ultimate limit state. However, the change is up 

to 18% for the damaged bridge scenario if one more box is added to the bridge.  

Comparing results of Base case and Case 1, we can see that one more lane loaded 

decreases the redundancy of the bridge for the ultimate state because live loads are evenly 

distributed on the beams of the bridge which leads to having all the beams fail together. 

Ru=0.99 means there is no redundancy for the ultimate state. Comparing the results of the 

Base case and Case 2, we can see that adding one more box and one more lane load do 

not change the redundancy of the bridge for the ultimate state.  But, the redundancy for 

the damaged case is increased by 18% because more beams are available to carry the live 

and dead loads released from the external web after the web is removed from the model.    

By comparing the Base Case to Case 4 which are both loaded by a single lane we observe 

that there is little difference in the redundancy for the ultimate limit state Ru despite the 

wider spacing.  On the other hand, the drop in the damaged limit state redundancy is 

about 16% because the damaged bridge has to carry a heavier dead load from the heavier 
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damaged beam.   The results for Case 3 and Case 4 show that the number of loaded lanes 

on the redundancy ratios of wide bridges is not significant. 

These results are generally consistent with those observed for I-girder bridges if one 

assumes that each web in the spread box beam bridges is equivalent to one girder in the I-

girder bridges. 

 

3.2 Effect of span length 

In this section we analyze the effect of changing the span length of the simply supported 

bridge.  The span length is changed to cover a range varying between 72-ft to 180-ft.  The 

moment capacities are changed to account for the effects of the increased loads that 

would necessitate higher resistances.  To simplify the analysis process, we assume that 

the moment capacities of the girders are approximately proportional to the square of the 

bridge length.  The moment-curvature relationships of the longitudinal beams are also 

adjusted by the same proportions leading to the moment-curvature relationships for the 

longitudinal beams shown in Figure 3.4.  We also assume that the ultimate curvature 

remains constant.  Further below in Section 3.6, we demonstrate that this assumption is 

quite reasonable.   

 

The analysis is performed for the narrow bridge with one lane loaded. The load deflection 

curves for the Base case where the span length is 120-ft and Cases 1 through 4 where the 

span lengths are respectively 150-ft, 180-ft, 96-ft and 72-ft are shown in Figure 3.5. The 

redundancy ratios are summarized in Table 3.2.  Two damage scenarios are assumed.  

For damage scenario 1, the external web is removed.  In damage scenario 2 a 12-in 

segment in the middle of the span is cut through the bottom flange and the two webs of 

the box. 
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Figure 3.4 Moment-curvature curves designed for 72ft, 96ft, 120 ft,  150 ft and 180 ft simple span bridges 

 

 

(a) Intact bridge and damage scenario 1* 
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(b) Damage scenario 2** 

*   The external web of a box is assumed to be damaged and removed from the structure but its weight is transferred to 

the adjacent beams; 

** A 12-in length of the bottom flange and the two webs at center of the span are assumed to be damaged.   

Figure 3.5 Load deflection curves for Base case and Cases 1-4 

 

The ultimate capacities for Base case and Cases 1 through 4 correspond to a total applied 

live load varying from 1,013.6 kips to respectively 1,215.3 kips, 1408.5 kips, 830.6 kips 

and 643.2 kips. The analysis of the damaged bridge scenario 1 shows that the ultimate 

capacities are reached when the applied live load reaches 603.1 kips, 652.8 kips, 793 kips, 

523.5 kips and 437.9 kips. The analysis of the damaged bridge scenario 2 shows that the 

ultimate capacities are reached when the applied live load reaches 419.9 kips, 515.2 kips, 

606.7 kips, 352.0 kips and 284.8 kips.  

 

Using the linear elastic analysis, the moment capacity and load moments of the external 

longitudinal beam (one half composite box) in SAP 2000 models are listed as follows. 
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Base case (120-ft): R=112,000 kip-in,  DL=21,227 kip-in,  LL=8,063 kip-in.;  

Case 1 (150-ft):        R=175,000 kip-in,  DL=33,168 kip-in,  LL=10,364 kip-in.;   

Case 2 (180-ft):        R=252,000 kip-in,  DL=47,764 kip-in,  LL=12,712 kip-in.; 

Case 3 (96-ft):        R=71,680 kip-in,    DL=13,586 kip-in,  LL=6,248 kip-in.;   

Case 4 (72-ft):        R=40,320 kip-in,    DL=7,642 kip-in,    LL= 4,460 kip-in.. 

The corresponding load factors LF1 for first member failure for the Base case and Cases 1, 

2, 3 and 4 are found to be 11.26, 13.68, 16.07, 9.30 and 7.32, respectively, as summarized 

in Table 3.2.   

Table 3.2 Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

Simple span bridge LF1 LF100 LFu LFd* LFd** Rf100 Ru Rd* Rd** 

Base case (120 ft.) 11.26 12.98 14.08 8.38 5.83 1.15 1.25 0.74 0.52 

Case 1      (150 ft.) 13.68 13.41 16.88 9.07 7.16 0.98 1.23 0.66 0.52 

Case 2      (180 ft.) 16.07 16.12 19.56 11.01 8.43 1.00 1.22 0.68 0.52 

Case 3       ( 96 ft.) 9.30 11.12 11.54 7.27 4.89 1.20 1.24 0.78 0.52 

Case 4       ( 72 ft.) 7.32 -- 8.93 6.08 3.96 -- 1.22 0.83 0.54 

Note:  -- It exceeds rupture displacement.  
            *   Damaged scenario 1 
            ** Damaged scenario 2 

 

From Table 3.2, we can see that the results show that the span length has a minor effect 

on the redundancy ratios of simple span bridges for the ultimate limit state. However, it 

has a significant effect for the damaged bridge scenario 1.  This is due to the increased 

dead weights that the remaining beams will have to carry.  The relationship between 

damaged bridge redundancy ratio Rd and span length is approximately linear where the 

redundancy ratio decrease as the span length increases, as shown in Figure 3.6.  These 

results are also consistent with those of I-girder bridges. From Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2, 

we can also see that span length has almost no effect for the damaged bridge scenario 2, 

which is different from what we observed in damage scenario 1. 
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Figure 3.6 Effect of span length on redundancy ratio Rd of two damage scenarios 

 

3.3 Effect of box beam resistance  

In this section we analyze the effect of changes in the bending moment capacity for 

simply supported bridges.  The span length is 120-ft and the analysis is performed for the 

narrow bridge configuration with one lane loaded. The simple bridges have four 

longitudinal beams representing the webs of two composite boxes at 6-ft spacing. The 

results of the analysis for the ultimate limit state and damaged scenario are summarized 

in Table 3.3.  Several cases are analyzed consisting of changing the moment capacity by 

up to +/- 40% for the 120-ft simple span bridge as follows: 

 

Case 1:  Capacity +10%, dead load keeps the same value; 

Case 2:  Capacity +20%, dead load keeps the same value; 

Case 3:  Capacity +40%, dead load keeps the same value; 

Case 4:  Capacity -10%, dead load keeps the same value; 

Case 5:  Capacity -20%, dead load keeps the same value; 

Case 6:  Capacity -40%, dead load keeps the same value. 
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The Moment curvature curves for Cases 1 through 6 are compared to the base case as 

shown in Figure 3.7. The load deflection curves for the Base case and Cases 1 through 6 

are shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.  The redundancy ratios are summarized in Table 

3.3.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Moment-curvature curves for Base case and Cases 1-6 
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Figure 3.8 Load deflection curves of the ultimate limit state for the Base case and Cases 1-6 

 

Figure 3.9 Load deflection curves of damaged scenario for the Base case and Cases 1-6 
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Table 3.3 Summary of results for simple span bridges with different R and DL values 

Cases R (kip-in) DL(kip-in) R/DL LF1 LFu LFd Ru Rd 

Base case 112,000 21,227 5.28 11.26 14.08 8.38 1.25 0.74 

Case 1 123200(+10%) 21,227 5.80 12.45 14.72 8.96 1.18 0.72 

Case 2 134400(+20%) 21,227 6.33 13.64 16.26 9.59 1.19 0.70 

Case 3 156800(+40%) 21,227 7.39 15.97 18.26 10.38 1.14 0.65 

Case 4 100800(-10%) 21,227 4.75 10.01 12.81 7.74 1.28 0.77 

Case 5 89600(-20%) 21,227 4.22 8.75 11.39 7.01 1.30 0.80 

Case 6 67200(-40%) 21,227 3.17 6.12 7.97 4.87 1.30 0.80 

 

From Table 3.3, we can see that the change in the redundancy ratio for the ultimate limit 

state, Ru remains within +/-5% varying between a maximum value of Ru=1.30 and a 

minimum value of Ru=1.18 even though LF1 and LFu change by up to 50%.  This 

observation confirms that the redundancy ratio Ru is not very sensitive to small changes 

in the member capacities or the ratio of resistance to dead load (R/DL) intensities for 

simple span bridges. When looking at Rd, we find a larger difference by to 14% from the 

base case.  

 

The observations made in this section are consistent with those obtained for the steel I-

girder bridges  

 

3.4 Effect of distortion of box 

The model used for the bridge analyzed in the Base Case, the distortion of the box at high 

loads was considered by reducing the overall torsional constant of the box. However, if 

the cross frames and diaphragms inside the box are sufficiently strong and the box has 

multiple steel or other types of diaphragms, the distortion may be prevented.  To analyze 

the effect of box distortion and overall torsional stiffness on the results, a new bridge 

model is analyzed neglecting the distortion of the box.     

Base case (including distortion):   Torsional constant Cdt=4,734 in
4
;  

Case 1 (no distortion):      Pure torsional constant Cdt=J=63,652 in
4
;   
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It is noted that the Cdt values given above are the torsional constants for one half the 

composite box applied on each web of two-box bridge system. The load deflection curves 

for the Base case and Case 1 are shown in Figure 3.10.  

 

Figure 3.10 Load deflection curves for Base case and Case 1  

 

The analysis shows small changes in the results of the nonlinear analysis where the 

ultimate capacities for the Base case and Case 1 are found when the total applied live 

load is respectively equal to1,013.6 kips and 1,011.9 kips. The analysis of the damaged 

bridge scenario shows that the ultimate capacities are reached when the applied live load 

reaches 603.1 kips and 645.0 kips.  

However, larger differences are observed in the results of the linear elastic analysis and 

the corresponding load factors LF1 for first member failure increases from LF1=11.26 for 

the Base case to 13.58 for Case 1 as summarized in Table 3.4.   
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Table 3.4 Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

120 ft. simple span   LF1 LF100 LFu LFd Rf100 Ru Rd 

Base case 11.26 12.98 14.08 8.38 1.15 1.25 0.74 

Case 1  13.58 13.77 14.05 8.96 1.01 1.03 0.66 

 

From Table 3.4, we can see that the torsional constant has an important effect on the 

linear elastic response leading to a higher LF1 value.  Therefore, the redundancy values 

are reduced by 17.6% and 10% for the intact bridge and the damaged scenario, 

respectively.  Thus, the composite box girder without distortion has much lower 

redundancy (Ru=1.03).  The improvement in the results of the linear analysis are due to 

the higher torsional constant which helps distribute the applied load more evenly among 

the members of the bridge even when the boxes are still in the linear elastic range.  As the 

boxes go into the nonlinear range the load is automatically redistributed and the torsional 

constant plays a smaller role in improving the load distribution.   This effect reduces the 

gap between the results of the nonlinear analysis and those of the linear elastic analysis 

reducing the redundancy ratios Ru and Rd.  

 

3.5 Effect of plastic hinge length 

In the Base Case bridge model, we assumed that the plastic hinge length, Lp=d/2, where d 

is the depth of the box girders. Because there are many different models and different 

researchers have used different approaches for determining the plastic hinge length, a 

sensitivity analysis is performed to study the effect of this parameter on the results.  

 

In this section we compare the results obtained in the base case with Lp=d/2 to those 

when the plastic hinge is assumed to be Lp=0.75 d, 1.0d and 1.50d. However, since Lp 

cannot exceed half the element length an upper value Lp=1/2 element length is imposed.   

Thus, the analysis of the effect of the plastic hinge length considered the following cases: 
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Base case:  Lp=0.5d: positive bending Lp=34 in.; 

Case 1:   Lp=0.75d:  positive bending Lp=51 in.; 

Case 2:   Lp=1.00d:  positive bending Lp=68 in.; 

Case 3:   Lp=1.50d:  positive bending Lp=102 in. but use a maximum Lp=72-in =  

  ½ element length  

 

The load deflection curves for the Base case and Cases 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 

3.11. The redundancy ratios are summarized in Table 3.5.  

 

 

Figure 3.11 Load deflection curves for different plastic hinge length 

 

The plots in Figure 3.11 demonstrate that the load response curves remain practically the 

same. Although the failure point occurs earlier for the smaller plastic hinge lengths, this 

does not affect the prediction of the ultimate capacity of the intact system significantly 

because the slope of the load response curve is small at high loads.  For the damaged case, 

the results are more sensitive to Lp.  However, even changing Lp by a factor of 2.1 

maintains the results within 18%.  
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Table 3.5 Comparison of results of redundancy analysis for different plastic hinge length 

120 ft. simple span LF1 LF300 LF200 LF100 LFu LFd Rf100 Ru Rd 

Base case 11.26 7.09 9.60 12.98 14.08 8.38 1.15 1.25 0.74 

Case 1 11.26 7.25 9.57 12.79 14.60 9.36 1.14 1.30 0.83 

Case 2 11.26 7.25 9.47 12.61 14.91 9.90 1.12 1.32 0.88 

Case 3 11.26 7.25 9.46 12.60 14.92 9.92 1.12 1.32 0.88 

 

The variations of the redundancy ratios for the ultimate limit state (Ru) and the damage 

limit state (Rd) versus Lp/d are illustrated in Figure 3.12.  The results from Figure 3.12 

show a maximum difference of about 6% for Ru and 19% for Rd as the range of Lp/d ratio 

varies between 0.50 and 1.06. Therefore, it is concluded that the plastic length has only a 

minor effect for the ultimate limit state, but has some effect on the damaged scenario.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Effect of plastic length ratio on redundancy ratio results 
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3.6 Effect of dimension of steel box sections 

In this section, the box girder of the Base case is replaced by a much stronger and wider 

box girder, as shown in Figure 3.13.  The dimensions of the two boxes are given in Table 

3.6.  The effects of the number of trucks and load position are also studied by comparing 

Case 1 and Case 2 for a span equal to 120-ft.  The wider box is also used on a 150-ft and 

180-ft span bridges. 

 

Base case: 120-ft simple span_Two 6-ft wide boxes loaded by one HS-20 truck; 

Case 1: 120-ft simple span_Two 9-ft wide boxes loaded by two side by side HS-20 trucks; 

Case 2: 120-ft simple span_Two 9-ft wide boxes loaded by one HS-20 trucks; 

Case 3: 150-ft simple span_Two 9-ft wide boxes loaded by two side by side HS-20 trucks; 

Case 4: 180-ft simple span_Two 9-ft wide boxes loaded by two side by side HS-20 trucks; 

 

 

 

 

(a) Steel box of Base case 

 

(b) Steel box of Case 1 and 2 

Figure 3.13 Cross-section of twin steel box-girders 
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Table 3.6 Dimension of steel box plates 

Steel plates 
6-ft box for  

Base case 

Wider boxes for 

Cases 1-4 

Top Flange 0.65'' 12''  1'' 20''  

Web 0.50'' 58''  13 / 4'' 83 ''
2

  

Bottom Flange 0.75'' 47''  13 / 4'' 70 ''
2

  

 

The moment curvature curves for the box in the Base case and the wider box used for 

Cases 1-4 are shown in Figure 3.14.  The load deflection curves for the Base case and  

Case 1-4 are shown in Figure 3.15. The redundancy ratios are summarized in Table 3.7. 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Moment-curvature relationship for base case box and new dimension box 
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(a) Intact bridge and damage scenario 1* 

 

(b) Damage scenario 2** 

*   The external web of a box is assumed to be damaged and removed from the structure but its weight is transferred to 

the adjacent beams; 

** A 12-in length of the bottom flange and the two webs at center of the span are assumed to be damaged. 

Figure 3.15 Load deflection curves for the Base case and  Cases 1-4 
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The ultimate capacities for the Base case and Cases 1-4 are found when the total applied 

live load is respectively equal to1,013.6 kips, 2,978.7 kips, 2,748.9 kips, 2,164.1 kips and 

1,578.6 kips, as shown in Figure 3.15. The analysis of the damaged bridge scenario 1 

shows that the ultimate capacities of the damaged bridges are reached when the applied 

live load reaches 603.1 kips, 1,651.0 kips, 1,355.0 kips, 1,281.9 kips and 914.0 kips. The 

analysis of the damaged bridge scenario 2 shows that the ultimate capacities are reached 

when the applied live load reaches 419.9 kips, 1,340.6 kips, 1,319.4 kips, 847.6 kips and 

489.8 kips.  

The moment capacity and load moments of the external longitudinal beam (one half 

composite box) in SAP 2000 models are listed as follows. 

Base case:  R=112,000 kip-in, DL=21,227 kip-in, LL=8,063 kip-in;  

Case 1:       R=286,500 kip-in, DL=36,831 kip-in, LL=15,333 kip-in;   

Case 2:       R=286,500 kip-in, DL=36,831 kip-in, LL=9,412 kip-in;   

Case 3:       R=286,500 kip-in, DL=57,549 kip-in, LL=18,758 kip-in;   

Case 4:       R=286,500 kip-in, DL=82,871 kip-in, LL= 21,925 kip-in;   

 

The corresponding load factors LF1 for first member failure for Base case  and  Case 1 

through 4 are found to be 11.26, 16.28, 26.53, 12.20 and 9.29, respectively, as 

summarized in Table 3.7.  

Table 3.7 Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

120 ft. simple span   LF1 LF100 LFu LFd* LFd** Rf100 Ru Rd* Rd** 

Base case 11.26 12.98 14.08 8.38 5.83 1.15 1.25 0.74 0.52 

Case 1 16.28 19.18 20.68 11.46 9.31 1.18 1.27 0.70 0.57 

Case 2 26.53 32.86 38.18 18.82 18.32 1.24 1.44 0.71 0.69 

Case 3 12.20 13.98 15.03 8.90 5.89 1.14 1.23 0.73 0.48 

Case 4 9.29 9.81 10.96 6.35 3.40 1.06 1.18 0.68 0.37 

Note:   *   The external web of a box is assumed to be damaged and removed from the structure but its weight is 

transferred to the adjacent beams; 

            ** A 12-in length of the bottom flange and the two webs at center of the span are assumed to be damaged. 
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Comparing the results of Case 1 and Case 2 in Table 3.7, we can see that the redundancy 

ratio Ru is increased by 13% due to the change in the number of loaded lanes.  In Case 2, 

where the bridge is loaded by one lane, a lower percentage of the truck load is initially 

distributed to the beams away from the load before the external beam reaches its capacity.  

This will allow these beams to pick up more load as the weight of the truck is increased 

and after the box under the load reaches its ultimate capacity.  In Case 1, where the 

bridge is loaded by two lanes of HS-20 trucks, the boxes are more evenly loaded at the 

initiation of the loading process.  Thus, Ru increases when one lane is loaded as compared 

to the case when two lanes are loaded. This means that they can pick up fewer loads as 

the external beam reaches its capacity.  This trend however is less significant for the 

damage scenario 1 where the damage involves the removal of an entire web.   

The conclusions made for this analysis are different from those made in Section 3.1 and 

3.3 where we had found that the redundancy ratios remain essentially the same as the 

number of loaded lanes is changed. The reason for this difference is the wider spacing 

between the widths of the boxes.  The distance between the two webs of the box in this 

case is 9-ft as compared to the 6-ft wide boxes used in Section 3.1. As the distance 

between the beams increases the weight of the trucks is less evenly distributed to the 

beams in the initial loading stages allowing for more distribution of the load as one of the 

beams reaches its ultimate capacity.  This leads to higher Ru values for bridges with wider 

beam spacing.  It should be noted however, that this improvement would decrease for 

very wide spacings because of the loss in the ability of the deck to transfer the load when 

the beams are too wide apart.    

We also notice that the results of the Base case and Case 1 in Table 3.7 are reasonably 

similar.  This is because the weight of one lane HS-20 applied on the bridge with the 

narrower boxes is distributed more evenly to the two boxes in almost a similar manner to 

how the two lane loads distribute their loads to the wider boxes leading to similar values 

for Ru.  Also, we note that there is about 5% reduction in the redundancy ratio Rd in the 

one whole web damage scenario due to the heavier weight being transferred from the 

damaged girder over a large distance.   These results are somewhat different than those of 
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Section 3.3 because the increase in member capacity is somewhat offset by the wider 

spacing and the heavier dead weight.   

Comparing the results of the Base case and Case 3 in Table 3.7, we can see that the 

redundancy ratios keep essentially the same value for the ultimate limit state and damage 

scenario 1. However, the redundancy ratio of damage scenario 2 decreases by 7.7%. This 

observation is different from that made in Section 3.2 where we had found that the 

redundancy ratios of the damage scenario remain essentially the same as the span length 

of simple span bridges is changed. The reason for this difference is the heavier uniform 

dead load intensity of the larger boxes in Case 3 as compared to the Base case. In Section 

3.2, however, the intensity of the uniform dead load remains the same value. 

Comparing the results of Case 3 and Case 4 in Table 3.7, we can see that the redundancy 

ratios of the ultimate limit state, damage scenario 1 and damage scenario 2 are decreased 

by 4%, 7% and 23%. The reason is that live load will be more evenly distributed due to 

the larger ratio of span length to width of bridge. A higher aspect ratio leads to a more 

even distribution of the load among the beams.  This means that the beams away from the 

load already carry a higher percentage of the total load before the first bridge member is 

damaged. This leads to a lower redundancy for the two damage scenarios. These 

conclusions for damaged scenario 1 are consistent with those in Section 3.2.  However, 

the results are different from those of Section 3.2 for damage scenario 2 where we had 

found that the redundancy ratios of damage scenario 2 remain essentially the same as the 

span length increases. The reason for this difference may be because  the box girders 

remain the same for Case 3 (150-ft) and Case 4 (180-ft) analyzed in this section, while 

the capacity of the box is increased as the span length increases in Section 3.2. 
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3.7 Effect of damage length for scenario 2 

In this section we analyze the effect of different damage scenarios for the composite box 

girders. Two different types of damage are considered.  The Base Case damage scenario 

assumes that the external web of a box is damaged and removed from the structure but its 

weight is transferred to the adjacent beams.  This scenario may represent as an example a 

situation where an over-height truck impacted the bridge box and caused the buckling of 

the external web.  An alternate damage scenario is considered where a section of the 

bottom flange and the two webs are assumed to be damaged.  In this scenario, the 

stiffness and load carrying capacity for the damaged segment would only be provided by 

the concrete slab.  This scenario simulates a possible fatigue fracture at the middle 

section of the span. Two different lengths of damage are investigated for the alternate 

consisting of a 1-ft segment and a 3-ft segment.  The damage scenarios considered are: 

 

Base Case: Entire external web is removed from the model. 

Case 1:        1-ft damage length of the bottom plate at the mid-span is assumed; 

Case 2:        3-ft damage length of the bottom plate at the mid-span is assumed; 

 

The load deflection curves for the Base Case, Cases 1 and Case 2 are shown in Figure 

3.16. The redundancy ratios are summarized in Table 3.8. 
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Figure 3.16 Load deflection curves of damaged bridge for different failure modes 

 

The analysis of the alternate damaged bridge scenario shows that the ultimate capacities 

of the system are reached when the applied live loads are 603.1 kips, 419.9 kips and 

424.5 kips for the Base Case, Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. The corresponding load 

factors LFd are found to be 8.38, 5.83 and 5.90, respectively, as summarized in Table 3.8.   

Table 3.8 Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

120 ft. simple span   LF1 LFd Rd 

Base case 11.26 8.38 0.74 

Case 1 11.26 5.83 0.52 

Case 2 11.26 5.90 0.52 

 

It is observed from Table 3.8 that damage to the bottom flange and the webs of the 

composite box leads to a much lower redundancy ratio than the case when an entire web 

plate is removed.  This is because a fracture of the steel would lead to having the slab 

only carry the maximum moment in the fracture region whereas the removal of an entire 

web will still allow some composite action between the remaining web and the slab.  It is 
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also observed that the extent of damage for the alternate scenario has insignificant effect 

on the capacity of the damaged system.  

 

3.8 Effect of span continuity 

To study the effect of span continuity, the redundancy of a three-span continuous bridge 

(100ft -180ft-100ft) is compared to that of the simple span bridge (120-ft).  A twin steel 

box bridge with sections having the same dimensions as those of the wide box described 

in Section 3.6 and shown in Figure 3.17 is used for the continuous bridge analyzed.  The 

dimensions of the steel plates in the positive bending and negative bending regions are 

listed in Table 3.9.  The thickness of the concrete slab is 9-in.   The thickness of the 

concrete haunch is 4-in measured from the bottom of the concrete slab to the bottom of 

the top flange. There are 6-ft overhangs in the concrete slabs on each side of the cross 

section.   The material properties of the composite box for the simple span bridge 

analyzed in the Base Case and those of the continuous bridge are listed in Table 3.10.  

Compared to the positive bending section of the continuous bridge, the thicknesses of the 

plates in the negative bending region are increased and also the steel is changed from 

Grade 50 to Grade 70.     

 

Moment curvature relationships for the positive bending and negative bending regions 

are shown in Figure 3.17.  The concrete slab is not taken into consideration in the 

negative bending region.  The increased thicknesses and higher grade make the negative 

bending section significantly stronger than that of the positive bending region assuming 

that the detailing is such that the full plastic moment capacity is reached.  The curvature 

at failure is also significantly higher for the negative bending section.     
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(a) Steel box of the 120ft simple span bridge 

 

(b) Steel box of the three span continuous bridge 

Figure 3.17 Cross-section of twin steel box-girders 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.9 Dimensions of steel box plates 

Steel plates 

Base case  

(120ft simple span bridge) 

Case 1 

(100ft -180ft-100ft continuous bridge) 

Positive bending  Positive bending Negative bending 

Top Flange 0.65'' 12''  1'' 20''  1'' 20''  

Web 0.50'' 58''  13 / 4'' 83 ''
2

  17 / 8'' 83 ''
2

  

Bottom Flange 0.75'' 47''  13 / 4'' 70 ''
2

  1 11 '' 70 ''
2 2
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Table 3.10 Material Properties for Base Case and Case 1 

Material properties 

Base case 

(120ft simple span bridge) 

Case 1 

(100ft -180ft-100ft continuous bridge) 

Positive bending Positive bending Negative bending 

Concrete 

'

cf   (psi) 4600 5000 5000 

Crushing 

strain(in
-1

) 
0.004 0.004 0.004 

Steel 
yf  (ksi) 50 50 70  

Failure 

strain(in
-1

) 
0.17 0.17 0.14 

 

 

Figure 3.18 Moment curvature curves for three continuous span composite box girder 
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The SAP2000 model of the three-span continuous steel box girder bridge is developed as 

shown in Figure 3.19. The results of the pushdown analysis are shown in Figure 3.20 and 

summarized in Table 3.11.  For the continuous bridge two cases are analyzed; Case 1 the 

box is assumed to distort and the torsional constant is given as Cdt=15,317.2 in
4
.  For 

Case 2 the box is assumed to have large numbers of bracings and diaphragms to 

completely prevent distortion and the torsional constant is Cdt=J=618,232.9 in
4
.  For 

Cases 1 and 2, two damage scenarios are considered. Damage scenario 1 assumes that the 

external web is removed for the entire middle span.  Damage scenario 2 assumes that a 

12-in segment of the bottom flange and the two webs are removed.    The results ta re 

also compared to the results of the 180-ft simple span bridge analyzed in Section 3.2 

labeled as Case 3 in this section. 

 

 

    

(a) Intact bridges 
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(b) Damage scenario 1 
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 (c) Damage scenario 2 

Figure 3.19 SAP2000 model of three span composite box girder bridge 
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of Load-Deflection relationships  

 

The moment capacity and load moments of the external longitudinal beam (one half 

composite box) in SAP 2000 models are listed as follows. 

Base case:     R=112,000 kip-in, DL=21,227 kip-in, LL=8,063 kip-in;  

Case 1(including distortion):  R=286,500 kip-in, DL=39,375 kip-in, LL=14,905 kip-in;   

Case 2 (No distortion):        R=286,500 kip-in, DL=39,375 kip-in, LL=13562 kip-in;   

 

The ultimate capacities for the Base case, Case 1 and Case 2 are found when the total 

applied live load is respectively equal to 1,013.6 kips, 3,545.4 kips and 3,709.3 kips, as 

shown in Figure 3.20. The analysis of damaged scenario 1 shows that the ultimate 

capacities are reached when the applied live load reaches 603.1 kips, 2078.1 kips and 

2,439.4 kips for the Base Case, Case 1 and Case 2. The ultimate capacities are 

respectively 419.9 kips, 2,865.4 kips and 2,872.8 kips at damaged scenario 2.  The results 

of the analysis are summarized in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11 Comparison of results of redundancy ratios 

 LF1 LFu LFd
* LFd

** Ru Rd
* Rd

** 

Base case 11.26 14.08 8.38 5.83 1.25 0.74 0.52 

Case 1 16.58 24.62 14.43 19.90 1.48 0.87 1.20 

Case 2 18.22 25.76 16.94 19.95 1.41 0.93 1.09 

Note:  *  Damage scenario 1：The external web of the middle span are removed . 

            **Damage scenario 2：A section of 12-in the bottom flange and the two webs at the center of the 

middle span are removed. 

 

From Table 3.11, it is observed that the three-span continuous bridge has much higher 

redundancy ratios than those of the simple span bridges (Base case). This is because, the 

parallel beams and the continuity over the supports help redistribute the applied load both 

laterally and longitudinally as the bridge goes into the nonlinear range improving the 

overall system capacity to a much higher extent than in the case of the simple span 

bridges.  This is possible because of the high ductility of the negative bending section.   

 

Comparing the results of Case 1 and Case 2, we come to the same conclusion made 

earlier on the effect of distortion which can increase bridge redundancy for ultimate limit 

state due to a lower load distribution from the loaded to the other beams.  However, the 

effect of distortion on the redundancy of the damaged bridges depends on bridge damage 

scenarios. Comparing data of last two columns of Table 3.11, we can see that Rd 

decreases by 9.2% if distortion is considered in the damaged scenario 2, while it increases 

by 7.0% for damaged scenario 1.  Nevertheless, the overall change in the redundancies is 

relatively small compared to the assumed large change in the torsional constants.  

 

What’s more, the redundancy of simple span bridges is more sensitive to the damage 

scenario than that of three span continuous bridges. Damage of the bottom flange and 

webs over a short segment of the bridge leads to much lower redundancy ratios than 

damage of the external web for simple span bridges. However, this difference is much 

smaller for continuous bridges.   This is because the continuity at the supports allows for 

a cantilevering effect which helps improve the redundancy of the damaged bridge for 
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continuous bridges whereas for simple span bridges damage at the middle of the span 

even if it is over a short segment will significantly reduce the longitudinal capacity of the 

fractured box and the overall system.    
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4. Conclusions 

This report analyzed the redundancy of composite box girder bridges under the effect of 

vertical loads and performed a parametric analysis to identify the primary variables that 

control the redundancy of such systems.  From this preliminary analysis, the following 

observations are made: 

1. The effect of box width and spacing and number of boxes shows similar trends as 

those for I-girder bridges whereby narrow fully loaded bridges have lower 

redundancy ratios than wider bridges up to a point where the reduced ability of 

the deck to transfer the load for very wide spacings leads to a reversal in the 

improved redundancy.       

2. Damage of the bottom flange and the webs of composite boxes such as what 

would be observed for fatigue fractures leads to a much lower redundancy ratio 

than that of the damage of one entire web plate. 

3. The redundancy of continuous spans is higher than that of simple span bridges if 

the sections over the negative bending regions have large levels of ductility.  The 

issue of ductility of the section over the continuous supports needs further 

analysis.  

4. Because of the cantilever effect, the improvements in the redundancy of 

continuous spans are very significant for the damage scenario simulating the 

effect of fatigue fracture and less significant for the ultimate limit state and the 

one web damage scenario.  This result seems to be consistent with the 

observations made during the analysis of the Marquette Interchange in Milwaukee.     

5. The effect of span length is generally not very significant except for the case 

where the very heavy boxes of long span bridges loose the capacity of one web.  

This trend seems to be similar to that observed for I-girder bridges. 

6. Although improving the torsional stiffness of the boxes by any means such as a 

heavy distribution of bracing and diaphragms does improve the redundancy of the 

system, the improvement will be limited to less than 20% even for very large 

improvements in the torsional stiffness.  
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